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Abstract
With the development and popularity of
vehicles and improvement of advanced sensors,
autonomous systems can be developed within some
limited spectacles. Researchers have called such
systems approach "Intelligent Vehicles" or
"Unmanned Vehicles". In an autonomous system,
components such as environment perception, map
building, path planning and path following are
designed in term of pattern of information transfer.
Although such an autonomous system is innovative
and interesting, researches have pointed out the
problem of poor practicability to meet with the real
roads and the high cost of the sensors. To cope with
this problem, in this study, a simple autonomous
system is developed based on a simple engineering
approach to meet the demand of some limitation
spectacles. An experiment conducted in a startup
company, IdriverPlus, has shown the effectiveness of
this system.
Keywords: radar, autonomous system, AEBS, path
planning

1. Introduction
With the development of automotive industry
and information-based industries, more and more
enterprises take part in developing "Intelligent
Vehicles" [1]. While at the first stage, Advanced
Driver Assistance System (ADAS) [2] is preferred by
EURO NCAP and ANCAP [3]. To ensure the safety
of the driver, AEBS (Autonomous Emergency
Braking System) [5] was designed by lots of
enterprises which lead to the standard declared by
ISO [4]. The Defense Advanced Research Project
Agency (DAPRA) of the USA has hosted a series of
competitions named Urban Challenge Event (UCE)
[7-8] aiming at research and development of
full-sized autonomous road vehicles. In addition to
develop such a system, researchers from some
colleges and universities have built lots of high cost
systems. Many of the systems almost meet the
demand of the race in desert. [12-14]
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In the past decade, the teams from UCE made a
brilliant achievement. From sensors, a perception
system is built, with the help of drivability map and
navigator system, and the motion planner system
could maintain the whole system, while controller
receives the instructions from motion planner. That’s
why the autonomous system could finish its task all
by itself.
As the sensors are produced by different
enterprises, information fusion will be very difficult
to make the raw information as one source. Taking
information from sensors one by one, and labeling
the information with weight, a perception system may
be robust. Autonomous vehicles cannot use a
traditional map to confirm its location, and GPS and
preconditioning map called route network definition
file (RNDF) [6] by DARPA make the road clear for
an autonomous system. The limitation of each sensor
makes the design of perception detect different. With
the weight of each sensor in different areas, the
perception could be some degree accurate [9].
Once the information of perception could use,
build a map with the location of the vehicle, and the
information makes great effort to describe the road
vehicle needed to follow and the destination vehicle
has to reach. The RNDF defied by DARPA includes
the road position, number of lanes, intersections, and
even parking space locations in GPS coordinates. It is
a key point to precondition the information of the
roads, especially to figure out the drivability area.
When the autonomous system figures out the area to
follow and is safe, path planning makes it reliable, so
controller will lead the vehicle with increasing or
decreasing throttle and brake. [17-18]
While in reality, due to the limitation of the cost,
the autonomous system may not perform as well as
the DAPRA asking for [10-11]. However, building
such a system, the systems like autonomous buses or
autonomous railways may make a contribution for
our life soon or later.

2. Background and Motivation
Since the rapid development of the automotive
industry, the safety of vehicles draws the people’s
attention, especially the concepts of Electronic
Stability Control (ESC) and Autonomous Emergence
Braking (AEB) [3] put forward. The collision
avoidance system is the most important part of the
ADAS. According to E-NCAP, there should be 3
features in an AEB system:
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Autonomousness: The vehicle should all by
itself;
2. Emergency: The system only works when it
is really in an emergent situation;
3. Braking: The system should brake as soon as
possible to avoid collision.
Mobleye, a famous Israel company, who is
good at collision warning with the help of video
camera, indicated that the time before collision could
be set as the threshold value, especially talking about
time to collision (TTC) and time headway (THW).
ISO defines TTC and TWH as:

TTC  Dis / Vrel

(1)

THW  Dis / Vhost

(2)

Where dis is the distance between the host
vehicle and the target vehicle; Vrel is the relative
velocity of the two vehicles; usually Vrel is equal to
the velocity of the target vehicle minus the velocity
of the host vehicle, when the result is positive, it
means the target vehicle is faster than the host vehicle,
otherwise slower. Vhost is the host of the target
vehicle.
Since the company takes great benefit from its
warning products, it shows that cameras or the means
of video are quite important for perception, and the
method of TTC or THW makes a contribute to
warning systems.
It is much more complicated to control the
vehicle when it determines when and how to take an
emergency braking all by itself. Company MAZDA
and HONDA use different algorithms. They both take
more information into consideration. Actually,
considering the effect of individual driving styles, the
delay of the vehicle control system, the delay of the
computing, the factor of the road, and the accelerate
of the vehicle, they work together to decide the effect
of a collision avoidance system. The system
depending on distance will be better than the one
depending on time.
Mazda’s algorithm uses the following braking
critical distance definition [4]:
dis 

2
(v
 v rel )2
1 v host
(
 host
)  v host   1  v rel   2  d 0
2 a1
a2

(3)

Where Vhost and Vrel are the same vehicle
velocity as described in TTC and THW; a1 is the
maximum deceleration of the host vehicle; a2 is the
maximum deceleration of the target vehicle; t1 and t2
are delay times, and d0 is a headway offset. The
following parameter values were used: a1 = 6 m/s2,
a2 = 8 m/s2, t1 = 0.1 s, t2 = 0.6 s, and d0 = 5 m.
When Dis (calculated distance) is equal to or bigger
than the real distance between the two vehicles, and
Vrel is negative, the system will take over the
controller to take brake until Dis is less than the real
distance between the two vehicles. In this case, a
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vehicle moving in the opposite direction has been
detected. It is usually assumed that a vehicle in the
opposite lane is detected, and a warning is not given.
Honda’s algorithm uses the following braking
critical distance [5]:

 2v rel   1 2a1  0.5a1 12

vtrg
 2
a2

Dis 

(4)
 2v host  0.5a1( 2   1 )2 

2

vtrg vtrg
 2
2a2 a2

Where Vhost and Vrel are the same vehicle
velocity as described in TTC and THW; a1 is the
maximum deceleration of the vehicle; a2 is the
maximum deceleration of the target vehicle; Vtrg is
the target vehicle velocity; t1 is the system delay, and
t2 is the braking time. The following parameter values
were used: a1 = a2 = 7.8 m/s2, t1 =0.5 s, and t2 = 1.5
s. The active condition is as same as the Mazda’s
algorithm.
There are some key points when dealing with
the braking problems:
(1) Acceleration: Without apperceiving the friction
coefficient of the roads in time, the acceleration
for calculating may not be such precise. While
ISO offers some normal values, such as the
Mazda’s algorithm and Honda’s algorithm take.
(2) Relative velocity of the two vehicles: Data
receiving from the senor of radar could get
exactly the Relative velocity with the help of
Doppler Effect.
(3) Time delay: In practice, the time delay often
occurs when the program deals with changed
situations, and the physical system transforms the
electrical signal responding to the commands.
(4) The headway offset: To make the system safe, it
is better to set a headway offset.
Our AEB algorithm uses the following braking
critical distance:
2
Dis AEB  Vhost  TAdelay  Vrel
/(2aA )  Doffset

(5)

By taking different values of the parameters,
Warning and pre-braking system could be described
in the following critical distance: [3]
2
Dispre  Vhost  Tpdelay  Vrel
/(2ap )  Doffset

(6)

2
Diswarn  Vhost  Tw delay  Vrel
/(2aw )  Doffset

(7)

Where Vhost and Vrel are the same vehicle
velocity as described in TTC and THW; aA is the
maximum deceleration of the vehicle; aP is the
second deceleration of the vehicle when it is time for
pre-braking; aW is the deceleration when it is time
for warning. And Doffset is a set of distance being
related to Vrel in negative; TAdelay, TPdelay and
Twdelay are the time delay of the system. The
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following parameter values were used: aA = 5 m/s2,
aP = 4 m/s2, aW = 3 m/s2, TAdelay =0.2 s, and
TPdelay = 0.4 s, Twdelay = 0.6s, Doffset = 3m. The
system flow chat is shown in Figure 1.
To make sure the AEB system run as designed,
a completed and precise perception system is needed.
A system perceives external environment with the
help of sensors.
Actually, Radar, Camera and even Lidar are all
needed when a system perceives precise. The
detected distances of sensors are shown in table 1.

SENSOER INTERFACE

PERCEPTION & MAPPING

PLANNING & CONTROL

USER INTERFACE

RADAR(micro)

RADAR(sonic)

Mapping

Decision

Pathing Planning

Control

E-stop
Touch UI

CAMERA

Controller
DGPS

Table 1: The detected distance of sensors
IMU

The kind of the Sensor

Detected distance

Lidar

1-200m

Figure 2: Flow chat of the system

Radar(microwave)

1-200m

Radar(sonic wave)

0.3-5m

Camera

5-100m

The Differential Global Position System
(DGPS) is much more precise than the GPS. The
DGPS can identify the position less than 10cm,
which is quite precise when the vehicle figures out
exactly where it is. And with the help of the Inertial
Measurement Unit (IMU), the control system could
get a lot of parameters of the vehicle, leading to a
better planning path. [15-16]
The information of the road or the RNDF is just
set into the decision module. Dealing with the
information from the mapping module, the decision
module makes sure the vehicle system will follow the
prefabricated route.
A grid map is used to locate the position of the
vehicle and obstacles. The grid cell’ size is 10 cm *
10 cm. The centrality of the map fixes the vehicle.
Whole a map describes the area as large as 100m *
20m. The grid map of the system is shown in Figure
3.

safe

Dis>RLSWNDis

Dis<WNDis & RSD<0

warning

Dis>RLSWNDis

Dis<PBDis & RSD<0

Dis<AEBDis & RSD<0
RSD>1(m/s)
|Brake==1
|Turn==1
|Gear!=1

Dis<AEBDis & RSD<0

prebrake

Dis<AEBDis & RSD<0
AEB

Dis<PBDis & RSD<0

Y

W=20m

Figure 1: The system flow chat
（0，0）

The cost of these sensors may be huge for a
normal vehicle, especially the price of LIDAR. It is
important to build a system depending on the radar
and camera so that the cost wouldn’t be too much.
Human is the main reason why traffic accident
happened. An advanced assistance safe system could
not keep the driver safe. Once a system gets the
ability of perception, autonomous algorithm will
make the vehicle autonomous driving possible.

L=100m

x

3. The Design of the System
Figure 3: The grid map of the system
An autonomous system is built on sensor
interfaces aiming at the safety of the vehicle, which
makes the AEBS the highest level of the system.
Especially, the Artificial Intelligence (AI) cannot help
us human live.
The system contains 4 parts, as sensor interface,
perception and mapping, planning and control and
user interface. The flow chat of the system is shown
in Figure 2.

One obstacle may occupy some of the grids. By
the distance apperceived from different sensors, such
as radars and cameras, the obstacle will be tagged in
same area.
There are two kinds of the obstacles, dynamic
ones and static ones. The decision module was
designed to handle how to deal with the obstacles and
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which route the autonomous vehicle system should
follow.
There are six states when the vehicle drives,:
car following, free driving, lane changing, turn,
U-trun and emergence. The flow chat of the decision
module is shown in Figure 4. And the states and the
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decisions are shown in Table 2.
According to the movement of the vehicle, the
path planning module smooths the trajectory. The
control module could follow the trajectory without
odd motions which go against dynamics.

1.path==straight
2.target==0
3.speed~~
4.angle==0
1.path==turn
2.target~~
3.speed -4.angle=fun(path,V
elspeed)
5.Emergence==0

Start

1.path==straight
2.target==0
3.speed~~
4.angle=0

Turn
1.path==straight
2.target==move
3.speed~~
4.angle=0

1.path==Uturn
2.target~~
3.speed slow
4.angle==fun(p
ath,Velspeed)

1.path==straight
2.target==move
3.speed~~
4.angle=0
1.path==straight
2.target==0
3.speed~~
4.angle=0

1.path==turn
2.target==move
3.speed~~
4.angle=fun(path
,Velspeed)
5.Emergence==0

Car Following

Free Driving

1.path==straight
2.target==0
3.speed~~
4.angle=0
5.Emergence==0
Emergence
On==1
1.target==have
2.Fun(Dis,RelSpe
ed,VelSpeed)

U-turn

1.path==straight
2.target==static ||slow
3.speed -4.angle=fun(path,Velsp
eed)
5.Emergence==0

Lane Changing

Off==0
1.target==have
2.Fun(Dis,RelSpe
ed,VelSpeed)

Figure 4: The flow chat of the decision module
Table 2: The states and the decisions
States

Decisions
When the road is straight, there being no obstacles. Choose
free-driving.
During free-driving, apperceiving the static obstacle, check
the road condition, if lane changing is possible, choosing
lane-changing. Otherwise slow down till stop, waiting for
lane-changing. AEBS may be triggered.
During free driving, apperceiving the dynamic obstacle
which could be set as target. The target is faster, choose
car-following. The target is slower, choose slowing down
car-following, if the target is too slow, choose lane-changing.
When lane-changing has done, choose free- driving, check
the changing road and original road, if lane changing is
possible, change to original road.
When lane-changing has done, choose free- driving, check
the changing road and original road, if lane changing is
possible, speed up then change to original road, otherwise
keep in changed road ,wait to change back.
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On highway, choose free-driving, keep high speed, if
apperceive the obstacle, choose lane- changing

When choose free-driving, follow the route to choose turn.

When choose car-following, follow the target to turn.

Upon approaching the intersection, choose the turn as
RNDF defines, like turn or free-driving.

Choose U-turn as RNDF defines.

4. Experiment and Analysis
To evaluate the effectiveness of the
autonomous system, a series of experiments were
conducted on different roads in Beijing. The system
should test its module one by one, then test the
system in one setting route with both dynamic
obstacles and static obstacles.
The test of the AEBS was set in the industrial
park. During the daylight and night, the radar and
camera work in different conditions [21-22]. In the
daylight, when the camera could work well with less
missing. The perception of the surroundings is a little
more precise than the performance at night [23-24].
While during the emergence braking state, the system
must check the target in at least multi frames or multi
times, in case of missing the target in the perception
module sometime. The camera was sensitive to
human, so the strong light disables the effect of it [6].
Car following was tested in a half complete
road, and a normal car was set as a target. The time
delay may make driver feel slower than manual
operation because of the limitation of Proportion
Integration
Differentiation
(PID)
controlling
algorithm [25]. The PID controlling algorithm
usually needs to set the parts of P and I due to lack of
robustness [26]. This function will be active after

apperceiving a dynamic target when following a set
route [19].
Following one set route is the main working
condition. [16] The route is a circular road; with the
help of DGPS and IMU, the system could figure out
the start point and the finish point. A trajectory was
recorded by drivers. The vehicle was slowly driven
when DGPS and IMU were working. The longitude,
latitude and the vehicle heading angle were recorded
as one point. Those recorded points made one
trajectory followed. The test of the trajectory
following is shown in Figure 5. And the test at night
is shown in Figure 6.

Figure 5: The test of the trajectory following
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Figure 6: The test at night
It was quite important that choosing fit the
look-ahead distance when the system followed the
trajectory. Moreover, the longer the look-ahead
distance, the more stable the vehicle drove itself, the
worse the vehicle followed the trajectory. Dealing
with curve, the look-ahead distance chose shorter
would be better. Besides at any turn curve, the
velocity should slow down first. During the
experiment, the highest speed could meet 100km/h,
while it was better at normal speed such as 30—80
km/h.
The final experiment was tested in a circle
trajectory, with some other vehicles as random
obstacles. When the system followed the recorded
route, the target vehicle randomly disturbed the
normal driving system, so that AEBS, car-following
could be active. The lane-changing had to change the
trajectory after path planning, which led the system to
shake for a little while. The reason why the system
shook was that the look-ahead distance change too
fast while the vehicle itself could not change the body,
or we could put the blame on the fast changing
parameters. At any condition the changing of the
parameters must be increased or decreased
step-by-step, which was the key to keep the system
stable. During the experiment, there was a system
trying to make a right lane-changing when the
environment failed the left lane-changing condition.
Eventually, the system could record one route,
following the trajectory, driving safely with the
dynamic obstacles and static obstacles.

5. Conclusions
A method is described for a simple autonomous
system designed to compete in following the
recorded trajectory.
The system used
a
comprehensive and low cost perception system
feeding into a states-based dynamic motion decision
algorithm to complete all autonomous maneuvers.
This unified approach has been “test proven,”
completing the circle route following mission and
driving autonomously.
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A key aspect of the system is that perception
system based on the different sensors in preference to
single sensor system. The states-based decision
algorithm could handle recorded route following
mission, due to the limitation of the situations
tracking the trajectory. While with the distance-based
AEB algorithm, the system could avoid most
dangerous obstacles and better prepare for lanechanging when the conditions are satisfied. Mapping
and location using DGPS and IUM system make the
controller easy and convenient to adjust the posture
of the vehicle.
Whereas the vehicle operated in the vicinity of
human- driven traffic without incident, problems may
encounter when interacting with other autonomous
vehicles. So how to build a cooperated system with
other autonomous vehicles make a great challenge for
the future. Besides, LIDAR does do quite helpful for
the perception system, it being worth to take one
LIDAR to detect the surroundings. But the high cost
of LIDAR really makes it impossible to be popular.
Furthermore it is important for the system being
updated to replace the human driver, so that make
driving much safer.
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